
Creativity. Trust. Problem-Solving.



Building tailored

web and mobile apps.
Our purpose is to build tailored applications that are developed upon the latest modern 

coding and developing techniques, using the most up to date, structured coding 

frameworks so that our developers can take it to the next level with ease.





About us



Our company culture
Our software development company culture thrives on a dynamic blend of creativity, trust, and problem-solving.

Our team is encouraged to explore creative solutions, fostering a immerse atmosphere that sparks innovation. Trust is the cornerstone of our 
collaborations, enabling open communication and reliable code delivery. We approach challenges with a problem-solving mindset, analyzing 
intricacies and devising optimal strategies.



This synergy of creativity, trust, and problem-solving not only cultivates a positive work environment but also drives us to develop cutting-edge 
solutions that empower our clients and enrich user experiences, making us a better company.

Creativity. Coding solutions, tailored 
designs, and inventive problem-solving, 
leading to unique and impactful products.

Trust. Foundation for effective teamwork, 
reliable communication, successful projects, 
ensuring client long-term partnerships.

Problem-Solving. Challenges are met with 
analytical thinking, innovative solutions, 

and continuous learning for optimal results.



Scope

We are a software development company that loves 
to build amazing web and mobile apps.
Our purpose is to create unique, creative, and quality apps. that are developed upon the 
latest modern coding and developing techniques, using the most up-to-date, structured 
coding frameworks so that our developers can take it to the next level with ease.



In order to fulfill these aspects, code must be written as cleanly as possible, 
understandable, covered by automated tests, flexible, and maintainable.



Services



Web development

We design and develop tailored applications, APIs for web and 
mobile, multitenancy applications and we can provide ongoing 
maintenance as part of custom software development services.



Large scale applications are implemented using Domain Driven 
Design patternand Event Driven Development pattern.



We always use best practices and SOLID principles.



Laravel

We love working with Laravel framework and all the ecosystem 
that it offers. We use Laravel Nova administration panel, Laravel 
Envoyer for zero downtime deployment and Laravel Forge for 
customers server management and applications deployment 
along with many other amazing packages.

Laravel Nova. Powerful administration 
panel that simplifies and streamlines the 
process of building and managing web 
applications.

Laravel Forge. Tool that simplifies server 
provisioning and deployment, making it 
easier for our developers to manage web 
applications.

Certified Developers. Ensuring proficient 
and reliable development for creating 
high-quality web applications with 
enhanced functionality.



Mobile Development

We use technologies for cross-platform development, we 
develop one codebase that will work seamlessly for multiple 
operating systems, including iOS and android.



This approach simplifies development, reducing the need for 
separate codebases for iOS and Android.It enhances efficiency, 
ensures consistent user experiences, and accelerates updates, 
making it an optimal choice for businesses seeking cost-effective 
and time-efficient solutions in app development.



UI/UX Design

We offer the knowledge and experience we've gained from designing dozens of applications 
to designing a new one from scratch.



User Interface (UI) design focuses on creating visually appealing and intuitive interfaces that 
facilitate smooth interaction with our apps. User Experience (UX) design, aims to enhance 
overall user satisfaction by ensuring usability, accessibility, and pleasure in the interaction 
with the product.



Our UI/UX designer collaborate closely with developers and product managers. This 
collaboration ensures that design decisions align with technical capabilities and user needs. 
Effective UI/UX design not only attracts users but also enhances their engagement, leading to 
longer usage and higher customer retention rates. It creates a strong brand identity, fosters 
customer loyalty, and ultimately contributes to the company's growth and success in the 
competitive software market.



Product Strategy

Product strategy is the blueprint that guides a software development company's venture. 

It involves defining the vision, goals, and roadmap for a product's lifecycle. This strategy 
outlines target markets, user needs, competitive analysis, and key features. Effective product 
strategy aligns with business objectives, market trends, and customer feedback, ensuring the 
development process remains focused and responsive.



Incorporating a well-defined product strategy minimizes scope creep, enhances resource 
allocation, and accelerates time-to-market. It encompasses aspects like market research, 
user personas, and MVP (Minimum Viable Product) planning. Iterative development, regular 
feedback loops, and adaptability to changing demands are essential. Successful product 
strategy also entails continuous monitoring, analyzing metrics, and incorporating insights for 
enhancements.



Overall, a robust product strategy is essential for creating customer-centric, innovative 
software solutions that cater to market needs while sustaining the company's growth and 
competitiveness.



DevOps

DevOps practices allow emphasize collaboration, communication, and automation throughout 
the software development lifecycle.



Our DevOps practices involve continuous integration (CI) to merge code changes regularly, 
automated testing, and continuous delivery (CD) for seamless deployment. This accelerates 
development cycles, reduces errors and enhances product stability.



Monitoring and feedback loops ensure quick detection and resolution of issues. DevOps also 
promotes scalability and flexibility by utilizing cloud infrastructure and infrastructure-as-code 
practices. In essence, DevOps transforms software development into a collaborative and 
iterative process that enables companies to deliver value to customers more swiftly, adapt to 
market changes, and maintain a competitive edge.



Cloud Services

Cloud services play an important role in our software development company. These services 
offer scalable infrastructure, enabling efficient resource allocation and cost optimization. 
Developers leverage cloud platforms like Amazon Web Services, DigitalOcean, and Microsoft 
Azure to deploy and manage applications. The cloud's elasticity promotes agile development, 
allowing our team to quickly iterate and innovate.



DevOps practices are streamlined through cloud services, enabling automated deployment 
pipelines, continuous integration, and seamless collaboration. Moreover, cloud-based storage 
and databases facilitate data management and access. As security is important, these 
platforms offer robust tools for encryption, identity management, and compliance, ensuring a 
reliable foundation for software.



A controlled Agile methodology
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Team



CEO & Founder

Sabin 

Nițu

years of experience

14 years as a web and mobile developer.

Technologies

Vue.js, React, PHP, Laravel, Node.js, Express, Ionic, Capacitor.

Solutions

Git, Docker, Redis, Elasticsearch, Algolia.

skills

Experienced in VPS configuration and working with providers like 
DigitalOcean, AWS, Hetzner or custom VPS.



Experienced in building application architectures.



Certified Laravel Developer.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/sabinnitu/


Lead Developer

Claudiu 

Pleșa

years of experience

20 years as a web and mobile developer.

Technologies

Vue.js, React, PHP, Laravel, Ionic, Capacitor.

Solutions

Git, Docker, Kubernetes, AWS, Redis, Elasticsearch.

Proficient in Docker and Kubernetes, orchestrating containers for 
seamless deployments and scalability for large-scale applications.

skills

Experienced in VPS configuration and working with providers like 
DigitalOcean, AWS, Hetzner or custom VPS.



Experienced in deploying large-scale applications.



Cyber Security Certified.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/claudiu-plesa-b7056a94/


Lead Designer

Mădălin 

Vasile

years of experience

20 years as a visual designer.

6 years as a digital product designer.

Solutions

Figma, Adobe Creative Cloud

SKILLS

Experienced in custom Web and Mobile applications. 

Experienced in tailoring custom ERP solutions. 

Design Thinking Certified.

Visual Design Certified.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/vasilemadalin/


FULL-STAcK Developer

Patric 

Tîrîlă

years of experience

3 years as a web developer.

Technologies

Vue.js, PHP, Laravel.

Solutions

Git, Docker.

skills

Experienced in building and consuming APIs endpoints, using 
RESTful protocols and integrating data into applications.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/patric-gabriel-t%C3%AEr%C3%AEl%C4%83-a0b525250/


FRONT-END Developer

Răzvan

stănescu

years of experience

12 years as a web and mobile developer.

Technologies

Vue.js, PHP, Laravel.

Solutions

Git, Docker, Adobe Creative Cloud.

skills

Front-end developer with advanced skills in HTML, CSS, JavaScript and Vue.js. 

Building responsive and usable interfaces, implementing pixel-perfect designs 
for web and mobile applications.



BACK-END Developer

MARIUS 

CîRSTEA

years of experience

15 years as a web developer.

Technologies

Vue.js, PHP, Laravel.

Solutions

Git, SVN, Docker.

skills

Laravel back-end developer.

Building APIs, managing databases, and optimising server-side performance.



Our Work



Online meditation platform.

You Learn was designed with the idea of giving everyone access to quality education, using methods and techniques adapted to new trends. The back-end was built in PHP with Laravel 
Framework and the front-end in HTML, CSS, JavaScript, with templating engine Blade and Vue.js. For payments, the platform is based on a credit system.

yoolearn.ro

https://xcodesdevelopment.com/work/yoo-learn

https://xcodesdevelopment.com/work/yoo-learn


https://xcodesdevelopment.com/work/yoo-learn

https://xcodesdevelopment.com/work/yoo-learn


https://xcodesdevelopment.com/work/brio

Scientifically based solution platform for improving school performance

brio.ro

An ordinary test, corrected by the same person who made it, is not the most 
relevant criterion to determine the level of a student.



A student’s grade on these types of tests is inevitably influenced by the 
mildness or severity of the grader, as well as the difficulty of the questions and 
the degree of subject coverage.



Furthermore, two students who get the same grade on an identical test may 
have very different deficiencies.

https://xcodesdevelopment.com/work/brio


https://xcodesdevelopment.com/work/brio

https://xcodesdevelopment.com/work/brio


Green Leader
Online marketplace.

Through this online marketplace, customers based in Romania can buy products based on honey and pollen from local producers. The platform is divided into 3 parts: the API, the front-end 
and the hybrid mobile application. The API was built in PHP with Laravel Framework and the front-end in HTML, CSS, JavaScript, with templating engine Blade and Vue.js using the Tailwind 
Framework. The hybrid mobile application is developed in Ionic with Vue.js and for compiling the code we used Capacitor. The mobile application is available on App Store and Google Play.

greenleader.ro

https://xcodesdevelopment.com/work/green-leader

https://xcodesdevelopment.com/work/green-leader


https://xcodesdevelopment.com/work/green-leader

https://xcodesdevelopment.com/work/green-leader


Transports
Multi-tenant application for transport companies.

Transports has been developed in order to solve a problem that may occur in companies whose main object of activity is transport, focusing on passenger transport, namely the roadmaps 
management and the subscriptions management. The back-end was built in PHP with Laravel Framework and the front-end in HTML, CSS, JavaScript, with templating engine Blade and Vue.js.

The aplication uses multi-tenant architecture.

https://xcodesdevelopment.com/work/transports

https://xcodesdevelopment.com/work/transports


https://xcodesdevelopment.com/work/transports

https://xcodesdevelopment.com/work/transports


Manager
Custom ERP for manufacturing company.

The application fulfills all the stages of a complete technological process, starting from the goods to the obtaining of the finished product, being covered all the stages of the technological 
process, following the delivery of the finished product to the customer. The application is an SPA. Based on application’s specifics, we started with the mockup & prototype over which we 
added the design. After everything has been defined and accepted, XCODES DEVELOPMENT team started to build the application. The API was built in PHP with Laravel Framework, and the 
front-end in Vue.js with Vuesax Framework. DevOps processes have been implemented, like continuous integration and continuous deployment.

https://xcodesdevelopment.com/work/manager

https://xcodesdevelopment.com/work/manager


https://xcodesdevelopment.com/work/manager

https://xcodesdevelopment.com/work/manager


Moto-Gear
Cross-platform mobile application. 

Moto-Gear® is an online store that sells products such as 
motorcycle equipment, enduro cross, moto street, ATV, harley 
davidson, vintage custom, snowmobile and jetski. Based on 
application’s specifics, we started with the mockup & 
prototype over which we added the custom design. The front-
end is developed with Angular.js and the back-end is 
developed with Ionic and compiled with Capacitor. We use the 
API that is consumed both in the mobile application and in the 
website. The API is built in PHP with Laravel Framework.

https://xcodesdevelopment.com/work/moto-gear-app

https://xcodesdevelopment.com/work/moto-gear-app


https://xcodesdevelopment.com/work/moto-gear-app

https://xcodesdevelopment.com/work/moto-gear-app


To see our complete portfolio, please access:

https://xcodesdevelopment.com/work

https://xcodesdevelopment.com/work
https://xcodesdevelopment.com/work


xcodes development

contact@xcodesdevelopment.com


+40 720 136 603

Contact us

http://xcodesdevelopment.com/contact
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